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Organizing such events at our locations o� ers many advantages:
Easy access to an interesting geographical location for European countries; vari-
ous � ight connections to most non-European countries; vast company experi-
ence in congress tourism; safety; advanced infrastructures and quality services at 
low rates; a large range of activities and incentive programs for businesses such 
as trainings, sports, friendly competitions or leisure activities and team build-
ing exercises, or alternatively original, interactive and customized experiences; 
technical equipment and high-level language services; a rich choice of classical 
music venues, operas and ballets, but also modern performances; countless ex-
ceptional architectural monuments, galleries, exhibits and museums; exquisite 
cuisine and quality catering services, banquets and impressive receptions in his-
torical palaces and castles. 

GOURMET EXPERIENCES, CREATION OF YOUR 
OWN PRODUCTS, PROGRAMS WITH ANIMALS
■  Medieval banquet with music, meal without cutlery
■  Beer-brewing
■  Cheese making
■  Czech cooking class
■  Gingerbread and Easter egg decoration
■  Fishing weekend, demonstrations of purse seine � shing in 

ponds or � y � shing
■  Mushing - sled dogs
■  Farm life, work with domestic animals
■  Ceramics workshop, make your own product
■  Glassmaking studio visit with a glassblowing trial

INCENTIVE PROGRAMMES
SEE ALSO   p. 11-13, p. 23-25, p. 35-36, p. 56-57, p. 81-96

WHY NOT CHOOSE AN „INCENTIVE“ TRIP 
IN THE CZECH REPUBLIC OR IN CENTRAL EUROPE?

PROGRAMMES 

INTERACTIFS

TRIVIA CONTESTS, CULTURAL WORKSHOPS, THEME PARTIES 
■  Discover famous sights with quizzes or iPad orientation trails featuring questionnaires or 

iPads, scavenger hunts
■  Ghostly night-time visit of Prague, exploring myths and folk tales
■  Prague undergrounds - medieval city and sewer network
■  Period costume parties - � lm fest, Swing Time, Baroque Festival
■  Black light theatre with interactive workshops, backstage exploration, games with accessories
■  Puppet theatre, puppet-making display and meetings with puppet masters, backstage 

equipment demonstration 
■  Experiments in the biology, chemistry or physics laboratories of the Technical Museum
■  Encounters with contemporary Czech aristocracy or historical characters, such as writer 

Franz Kafka, composers Bedřich Smetana and Antonín Dvořák
■  Life during prehistoric times and the Middle Ages, educational programs in open air mu-

seums, archaeological parks and Celtic fortresses (� re ignition demo, breadmaking, simple 
housing construction, etc.) 

■  Gold mining, scavenging for garnets and semi-precious stones

MOTORIZED ADVENTURES, SPECIAL 
TRANSFERS FROM/TO THE HOTEL, 
THEMATIC WELCOME
■ Segway Tour in Prague, quad bikes
■ Eco-Train, historical Tram
■  Antique cars, Škoda and Tra-

bant rallies
■  Go-Karts
■  Elegant vintage bus or social-

ist bus transfer with fake 
engine failure

■  Greeting by the emperor 
Charles IV or traditional 
Slavic welcome
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4. SKYDIVING IN A WIND TUNNEL
Experience the feeling of freefall safely in a wind tunnel at a risk-free height, under the 
surveillance of professional instructors! Skydive Arena is the only vertical wind tunnel 
in the world to feature a circular, glass-panelled � ight room of a 4.3 meters diameter. 
At the incredible height of 14 metres, you’ll realize what it feels like when the wind 
blows at speeds of over 270 km/h. This activity (sport) is designed for anybody in good 
physical health from ages 5 to 100! No previous experience is required and no physical 
preparation is necessary.

After a short brie� ng, each participant learns to master their body in freefall at the � rst 
entry  into the wind tunnel.

Fun� ight... allows the general public, even people without prior skydiving or wind tunnel 
� ight experience, to � y.

NOTE! We may organize corresponding programmes throughout Central Europe.

1. TRABANT RALLY
Race a Trabant, a very special car equipped with a two-stroke engine, in the streets of Prague. The starting 
point is usually located at the hotel for a group welcome and to explain the activity. The group is divided in 
three-person teams. Each team is assigned to a Trabant car and driver. We can put your � rm’s logo on the 
cars’ doors. 

Each team receives a map of Prague with markers so that passengers can guide the driver. Moreo-
ver, each team is equipped with a digital camera and rules. The goal is to complete the itinerary and 
win as many points as possible by accomplishing special missions (for instance: drawing a car, singing 
a song, loading luggage in the allotted time, pushing an engineless Trabant, taking pictures of buildings 
and patterns). In the second half of the race, clients test-drive a Trabant at our special school on a big 
parking lot. It’s not a race – your time doesn’t count; only points matter. Each member of the 
winning team receives a Trabant model car.

2. ŠKODA RALLY
Participants drive themselves! We o� er a fun itinerary in the Czech countryside aboard an 80s car, 
either the Škoda 100 or 120.

Meet in the outskirts of Prague for a group greeting and to explain the rules. Your group is divided 
into teams of 4 players. Each team is assigned to a Škoda car with your � rm’s logo on the door, a map 
of the area with a drawn itinerary, a GPS navigator, rules, road maps, a digital camera and a cellular 
phone. The goal is to travel 40–50km. Participants must take up challenges, photograph buildings 
and themes, purchase things and communicate with «locals». Halfway through the race, a break 
with snacks or refreshments awaits the participants.

Time doesn’t matter much, the team that accumulates the most points during the race wins. Mem-
bers of the winning team receive Škoda 100 or Škoda 120 models.

3. CIPAD SCAVENGER HUNT   
We o� er the iPad City Game.

We begin with a short presentation, then divide the participants into groups 
of 6 to 10 players. Each team receives an iPad with the preinstalled game along 
with a short explanation of iPad functions after which the participants are left 
by themselves to play in the city. The game is � lled with trivia, about Prague in 
particular. Furthermore, the iPad allows you to take pictures and video, to use 
a compass and a navigator or to � nd GPS control points. 

SPORTS AND ADRENALINE PROGRAMMES
■  Hot-air balloon ride, sightseeing plane rides
■  City and countryside bike tours 
■  Barge on the Bat’a waterway in Moravia or dragon boat on 

the Vltava
■  Rafting, canyoneering
■  Horseback riding, golf adventure
■  Rope climbing, bobsleigh
■  Ice hockey or football with an instructor, 

curling
■  Paintball, geocaching
■  Tepfaktor amusement 

park – team adventure, Fort 
Boyard-style 

■  Extreme nature survival 
■  Garbage collector for a day

INCENTIVE PROGRAMMES

TEAMBUILDING 

PROGRAMMES

Photo credits and copyrights : 0-1,3-7, 10-18, 20-22, OR-FEA a.s. ; 2 Divadlo Spejbla a Hurvínka ; 8 Michal Dusil / Arte silver ; 
9  Balondekor ; 19 Ballooning.cz s.r.o. ; 23 Bobová dráha Prosek ; 24-27 HURRICANE FACTORY PRAHA s.r.o.
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